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Abstract

An approach to estimate the tire�road friction during
normal drive using only the wheel slip� that is� the rela�
tive di�erence in wheel velocities� is presented� The driver
can be informed about the maximal friction force and be
alarmed for sudden changes� Friction related parameters
are estimated using only signals from standard sensors
in a modern car� and the physical relation between these
parameters and the maximal friction force is determined
from extensive �eld trials using a Volvo �	
 GLT as a
test car�

� Introduction

Tire�Road Friction Estimation �TRFE has become an
intense research area as the interest of information tech�
nology in vehicles increases� For instance� the need of
TRFE is established as the problem area �Common Eu�
ropean Demonstrator ����� Friction Monitoring and Ve�
hicle Dynamics� in the European Prometheus project and
it is also identi�ed by the Advanced Vehicle Control Sys�
tems Committee of the Intelligent Vehicle Highway So�
ciety of America ��	�� TRFE is of importance in itself
as a driver information unit� but friction information is
also needed in other functions like safety margin deter�
mination� autonomous intelligent cruise control� collision
avoidance systems and for exchange of road�side informa�
tion�
Up to our knowledge� �ve di�erent approaches to

TRFE have been tried�

� Use the di�erence in wheel velocities of driven and
non�driven wheels as suggested in ����

� Analyze the dynamical behaviour of the car�

�This work is a part of the project Driver Assistance and Local

Tra�c Management in the Swedish RTI program �������� Main

sponsors are The Swedish Board for Industrial and Technical De�

velopment� AB Volvo� Saab�Scania AB and The Swedish National

Road Administration�

� Use optical sensors installed at the very front of the
car� The re�ections from the surface is used to esti�
mate the road surface and possible lubricants� This
approach has the advantage of being able to estimate
the friction slightly before the tires reach for instance
an icy spot� A di�culty here is to keep the sensors
clean�

� Acoustic sensors can be used to listen to the tire
noise� which gives some information about the sur�
face�

� Supply the tires� tread with sensors for measuring
stress and strain� This solution is technically very
complicated and expensive�

The last three approaches are investigated in ���� The use
of optical and acoustic sensors is particularly promising
for detecting wet surfaces and risk for aquaplaning� The
use of acoustic sensors in combination with a neural net is
examined in ���� The drawback with the second approach
is that it requires much excitation which is hardly the case
during normal driving�

In this work� we follow the �rst approach� The perhaps
most important feature is that only existing sensors are
needed if the car is supplied with ABS brakes� The goal
is to compute certain parameters from available standard
sensors in the car� which depend directly or indirectly
on the friction� and to �nd rules how to evaluate the
maximal friction forces that can be used for braking or
cornering� There are two problems of theoretical interest
in this approach�

� Design an adaptive parameter estimator suitable for
this application� It must give accurate estimates and
at the same time be able to track fast variations�

� Determine the physical relation between these pa�
rameters and the maximal friction forces�

Investigations on both matters will be presented�

The relation between slip and friction has been sus�
pected for a long time� Indeed� such a relation is in con�
tradiction to classical tire friction theory� but it has been
strongly con�rmed in this project and empirical evidence



is presented herein� However� the di�erence in slip on dif�
ferent surfaces is quite small� which might be the reason
why this relation has not been fully acknowledged� The
contribution here compared to the work ��� is �rstly a
more sophisticated �lter and secondly a more systematic
test plan including many winter tests on ice and asphalt�
which are two surfaces not tested at all in ����
The outline follows the signal �ow in Figure �� Sec�

tion � gives an overview and physical background and in�
troduces notation� Section � contains the �ltering while
Section � summarizes the result from some of the tests
which is used to construct a classi�er�

� Driver � Car

�Measuring�Precomp��Filter�Classi�er

Figure �� Signal �ow

� A brief outline

This section is a short guide to the content of this work
where the most important quantities for friction estima�
tion are de�ned�
The basic idea in the chosen approach is to study the

friction dependency in the so called slip� The slip is de�
�ned as the relative di�erence of a driven wheel�s circum�
ferential velocity� �wrw � and its absolute velocity� vw�

s �
�rw � vw

vw
� ��

where rw is the wheel radius� The absolute velocity of a
driven wheel is computed from the velocities of the two
non�driven wheels and geometrical relations in a straight�
forward manner�
We also de�ne the friction coe�cient �� as the ratio

of traction force �Ff  and normal force �N on one driven
wheel�

� �
Ff
N

� ��

A plot of the friction coe�cient versus the slip� � � ��s�
shows a very signi�cant characteristics which depends on
the combination of tire and road� Figure � shows exam�
ples of test drives on asphalt and ice� respectively�
It is obvious that the slope is di�erent for asphalt and

ice� so we de�ne

k �
d�

ds

����
���

��

This slope k is commonly referred to as the longitudinal

sti�ness since it can be justi�ed theoretically from the tire
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Figure �� Samples of � and s on dry asphalt �upper plots
and hard snow �lower plots� respectively� Circles and
crosses denote measurements on the left and right driven
wheel� respectively� and the solid line is a straightline
approximation�

characteristics alone� A sti� tire gives a large k� Since
this theory does not explain the friction dependency� we
prefer to call it simply the slip slope� The hypothesis is
that

� the slip slope contains su�ciently much information
to provide an accurate value on the friction�

The slip slope is estimated from the straight line assump�
tion � � ks for small slip values� This assumption and
classical theory give slip curves as scetched in Figure ��
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Figure �� Schematic plots of ��s curves for di�erent sur�
faces

When trying to compute the slip one will notice a sig�
ni�cant o�set �not illustrated in Figure ��

� � sj��� � ��



That is� the slip is not zero when the traction force is
zero� This is partly due to rolling resistance and partly
due to a small di�erence in wheel radii� Since the e�ective
tire radius depends on wheel load� velocity and so on� �
will be time�varying� This o�set must be compensated
for when the slip slope is estimated� Much of the details
in the algorithm concern questions how to compensate
for this o�set� cornering etc when computing the slip�
The precision of the estimates of k and � hinges on the

quality of the data� Apart from abnormal measurements�
the data quality is e�ectively assessed by the variation in
��t to be de�ned later� If the variation is small� the
estimates will be stochastically uncertain and might be
overestimated as well� That is� to get reliable estimates
the driver should change the accelerometer regularly�
If only the slip slope was used to estimate the friction�

we would face problems on gravel roads� It has turned
out that the slip slope can take on almost any value on
gravel� Before going on� we make the following assump�
tions about gravel roads�

� Of course the driver knows when he is driving on
gravel� We still need to detect gravel� partly in order
not to confuse him by random friction information
and partly because other functions might need the
information�

� We do not intend to distinguish di�erent frictions
levels on gravel� which might be one research project
in itself�

The very course surface texture on gravel roads opens
a possibility to classify gravel separately� The surface�s
courseness gives a random contribution to the measure�
ment of the angular velocity�

� � v�rw � e�

Here v is the wheel�s abolute velocity and v�rw is the
angular velocity one would get on a perfectly even surface�
Now� we can de�ne

� � Var�e

and use it for detecting gravel�
To conclude this discussion� we have three quantities

which could depend on the friction� k� �� �� Suppose now
that we make a number of test drives on surfaces with
known properties� We can then illustrate each test as a
point in the space �k� �� �� To each point we hang on
a surface label� Then� omitting the o�set �� we get for
instance a plot as shown in Figure �� This and similar
tests are presented in Section �� It is clear from the �gure
that we can construct a classi�er which works for this
car and these tires and at this time� For instance� the
following classi�er can be used�

Gravel �� � 
�	 if � � 
�
���

Asphalt �� � 
�� if � 	 
�
�� and k � �
�

Snow or ice �� 	 
�� if � 	 
�
�� and k 	 �
�

As indicated above� it is not at all sure that this classi�
�er works half a year later� or with di�erent tires or even
on another car� This implies that the classi�er has to be
adaptive� which is a major problem�

� Filtering

In this section� we will assume that we have measure�
ments of the slip s and the normalized traction force
� � Ff�N � An index m will be used to distinguish the
measured quantities from the true ones� Both s and � are
computed� without �ltering� from measured quantities�
The slip slope k we want to compute is de�ned in ��

which for small � reads �using ��

� � k�s� � �	

where also � is unknown� The approach in ��� is to es�
timate � separately during free�rolling� when � � s� and
then compute k from �	 directly� or some moving aver�
age value to increase the accuracy� One drawback with
this two�step method is that � may vary with the sur�
face� as will be pointed out in the next section� and this
might cause problems� The averaging introduces an un�
desired estimation delay� and the tradeo� between sensi�
tivity and short time delay is tricky� Here� we will make
use of sophisticated �ltering where k and � are estimated
simultaneously� The design goals are

� to get accurate values on k while keeping the possi�
bility to track slow variations and at the same time

� detect abrupt changes in k rapidly�

This will be solved by a Kalman �lter supplemented by
a failure detection algorithm�

��� Time�invariant estimation

To begin with� we will formulate the problem as a time�
invariant one� This allows us to gain useful insight into
the problems that may occur in the general case� and will
also simplify the derivation of the time�varying estimator�
We can also think intuitively of time�varying estimation
as a time�invariant one over a short data window�

����� Choosing a linear regression model

Equation �	 expressed as

� � ks� k� ��

is a linear model for s and �� where k and � are two
unknown parameters� Linear models are to prefer� be�
cause there are e�cient tools for estimating parameters
in them� However� there are two good reasons for rewrit�
ing it as

s � �
�

k
� �� ��



That is� we consider s to be a function of � rather than
the other way around� The reasons are

� The measurement noise variance is much larger for s
than for �� We will mostly neglect the latter uncer�
tainty� In that case the measurement noise will be
additive to �� while it is multiplied by k in ���

� Both parameters k� � are time�variant� where k is
supposed to vary much faster than �� This implies
that �� has two rapidly changing parameters k and
k� while �� will have one rapidly and one slowly
varying parameter� which is a much easier �ltering
problem�

Introducing measurement noise on s� we get the follow�
ing linear regression model�

sm�t � ��t
�

k
� � � e�t

� ���t �

�
�

k

�

�
� e�t

� H�tx� e�t� ��

Here x � ���k� �T is a vector of unknown parameters�
H�t is the regression vector ���t� � and e�t is a term
to catch measurement errors and model mismatch where
it will be assumed that e�t is white noise with variance

�� In fact� there is one such linear regression on each
driven wheel which will be used later on�

����� The least squares estimate

Classical least squares theory gives that the best param�
eter estimate that can be formed from N measurements
of sm�t and H�t is given by

�xN �

�
NX
t��

HT �tH�t

�
��

NX
t��

HT �ty�t ��

The measure of �t

c
� � NX
t��

�yt �H�t�xN � ��


turns out to be useful for assessing model quality�
In the next two subsections we analyse two problems

that may occur here but also in the general time�varying
case�

����� Biased estimates caused by errors in ��t

A well�known problem in the least squares theory occurs
in the case of errors in the regression vector� This is usu�
ally referred to as errors in variables or the total least

squares problem� see ���� In our case� we have measure�
ment and computation errors in the normalized traction
force ��t� Assume that

�m�t � ��t � v��t� Var �v��t � �� ���

is used in H�t in ��� It can easily be shown that it leads
to a positive bias in the slip slope

�k � k
Var�� � ��

Var��
� k ���

Here Var�� is the variation of the normalized traction
force de�ned as

Var�� �
�

N

NX
t��

��t �

�
�

N

NX
t��

�t

��

� ���

This variation is identical to how one estimates the vari�
ance of a stochastic variable� Normally� the bias is small
because Var�� �� ��� That is� the variation in traction
force is much larger than its measurement error� Even
during cruising with constant speed� the natural varia�
tion in road inclination assures this to be true� However�
it should always be kept in mind� Indeed� it has been
noted in test drives when cruising on very �at highways
that abnormally large estimates of the slip slope are ob�
tained� A separate investigation will also be presented in
Section � where di�erent driving styles are compared�

����� Uncertain estimates caused by lack of ex�

citation

A conceptual di�erent phenomenon is caused by the same
reason as the parameter bias� The quality of the esti�
mates is namely also related to the variation of traction
force�
The covariance matrix of the parameter estimate is

PN � Cov��xN  � 
�

�
NX
t��

HT �tH�t

�
��

�
���

If the matrix to be inverted is close to singularity� its
inverse will be large which indicates that the estimates
are very uncertain� We can check how close this matrtix
is to singularity by computing its determinant

det

�
NX
t��

HT �tH�t

�
��	

� det

� PN
t�� �

��t
PN

t�� ��tPN

t�� ��t
PN

t�� �

�
���

� N

NX
t��

���t�

�
NX
t��

��t

��

���

� N�Var���t� ���

That is� if the variation in traction force is small the
parameter uncertainty will be large�

����	 Improving the estimates

An intuitive explanation to the two aforementioned prob�
lems is as follows� If the variation of ��t is very small� we



are e�ectively collecting data clustered around one and
only one point in a �k� s plot� A straightline approxi�
mation of these data points can then take on almost any
slope and o�set� Ideally� the driver should switch trac�
tion force between one large and one small value� Then
it would be easy to get an accurate estimate of the slip
slope�
The suggested remedy is to ignore estimating � when

Var���t is small and concentrate on just k� Then� there
would be no bias nor uncertainty caused by lack of exci�
tation�

��� Time�varying estimation

We will now allow time variability in the parameters�
k�t � k���t and ��t� Basically� there are three meth�
ods to estimate time�varying parameters� namely Least
Mean Squares �LMS� Recursive Least Squares �RLS
with forgetting factor and the Kalman �lter� The �rst
one is much too slow for this application� The second
one has just one degree of freedom to adjust the adap�
tivity� We propose to use the Kalman �lter� because it is
easily tuned to track parameters with di�erent speeds�

����� The Kalman 
lter

Equation �� is extended to a state space model where
the parameter values vary like a random walk� At the
same time� we introduce one independent model for each
driven wheel�

x�t� � � x�t � v�t

y�t � H�tx�t � e�t ���

where

Q�t � Ev�tvT �t

R�t � Ee�teT �t

y�t �

�
sm�l�t
sm�r�t

�
H�t �

�
�l 
 � 


 �r 
 �

�
x�t �

�
�

kl�t
�

�

kr�t
� �l�t� �r�t

�T
�

Here v�t and e�t are considered as independent white
noise processes� Now the Kalman �lter �see ��� gives the
optimal �in the minimum variance sense state estimates
�x�tjt�

S�t � P �t� � �Q�t

K�t � S�tHT �t
�
H�tS�tHT �t �R�t

�
��

�x�t � �x�t� � �K�t �y�t�H�t�x�t� �

P �t � S�t�K�tH�tS�t� ��


Here P �t is interpreted as the covariance matrix of the
parameter estimates�

����� The CUSUM detector

The tracking ability is proportional to the size of Q� The
Kalman �lter is required to give quite accurate values on
the slip slope and must by necessity� see ���� have a small
Q� On the other hand� we want the �lter to react quickly
to sudden decreases in k due to worse friction conditions�
This is solved by running a failure detection algorithm
in parallel with the Kalman �lter� If it indicates that
something has changed� then Q is increased to a large
value�
The chosen failure detector is called the CUSUM test�

See ��� for a thoroughly treatment� In words� it looks at
the prediction errors �t � sm�t � H�t�x�t of the slip
value� If the slip slope actually has decreased� we will get
predictions that tend to underestimate the real slip� The
CUSUM test gives an alarm when the recent prediction
errors have been su�ciently positive for a while� Math�
ematically� the test is formulated as the following time
recursion�

g� � 


gt � gt�� � �t �  ���

gt � max�gt� 


if gt � h then alarm and gt � 


where h is a threshold and  a drift parameter to choose�
This detector is optimal in the sense that it gives the
shortest possible delay for detection� given a �xed proba�
bility for false alarm� if the changes in k are instantaneous
and Q�t � 
� After an alarm� the state covariance ma�
trix P �t is increased a factor� allowing a quick tracking
in the Kalman �lter�
The CUSUM test ��� gives an alarm only if the slip

slope decreases� A similar test is used also for increases�

� Classi�cation

This section focuses on classi�cation of di�erent friction
surfaces� asphalt �a� wet asphalt �w� gravel �g� snow
�s and ice �i� For this purpose a database of about
	

 test drives has been constructed� The degree of ex�
citation varies� some tests are performed when cruising
and other for agressive driving� Figure � shows tests
during November and December ���� for two particular
tires� Here each letter corresponds to one test� and the
�nal estimates of the slip slope and texture measure are
used� No prior information is assumed when initializing
the Kalman �lter in order to avoid ambiguity caused by
di�erent time histories�
As seen� gravel has large texture measure in all cases

and snow ice is distinguished from dry and wet asphalt
by a small slip slope� There is no di�erence in slip slope
on ice and snow for the M�S tire and test brakes in�
dicated comparable friction� There is one snow drive
among the asphalt drives� which is explained by poor
excitation leading to an over�estimated slip slope� This



problem would not appear if prior information is used in
the Kalman �lter� Dry and wet asphalt seem to have
the same slip slope for the summer tire� except for one
extremely wet asphalt drive�
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Figure �� Slip slope and texture measure as a function of
surface for a M�S tire �upper plot and a summer tire
�lower plot�

From the �gure we conclude immediately that by se�
lecting appropriate thresholds at least three di�erent fric�
tion classes can be distinguished� A practical problem is
that the thresholds for di�erent tires need to be slightly
di�erent as seen from Figure ��

It would be interesting to plot the slip slope versus the
true maximal friction force that can be utilized� There is
namely clear evidence that more than two di�erent fric�
tion classes� represented by snow ice and dry wet asphalt
above� can be distinguished with the used metrology and
�ltering� However� the available method to estimate the
friction potential from test brakes is not accurate enough
so we refrain from showing such plots�

	 Conclusions

We have here re�ned a recently proposed approach to fric�
tion estimation� based on the longitudinal slip� A unique
database with test drives on di�erent surfaces� including
snow and ice� and tires has been used to con�rm that
the slip slope really depends on friction� The accuracy of
the slip slope is of utmost importance in this approach�
An important contribution is the design of an accurate

and fast �lter� which improves the quality of the mea�
surements substantially� The result is a �lter applied to
standard sensors in an ABS system� and a classi�er which
is able to distinguish at least three di�erent friction levels�
A remaining problem is to adaptively determining the

thresholds in the classi�er� which are slightly di�erent for
di�erent tires and especially new and worn tires�
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